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Evolution of New Device Concepts in Quantum-Well and Superlattice Structures
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Abstract: Recent progresses in the research activity on quantum-well lqltJ) and
superlattice (SL) devj-ces are summarized and examined to clarify how a variety
of new device concepts have evolved. A special emphasis is placed on the
importance of I'wave firnction engineering (WFE)", as compared wlth the
conventional I'energy band engineeringrt. Future prospects and impacts of QW and
SL devices are also discussed and major technological problems to be solved are
pointed out.
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Introduction

In the history of semiconductor electronics, one
notices that many important i-nventi-ons and
di-scoveries were made when major physlcal concepts
intersected with a new material technology or vice
versa. For example, the bipolar transistor was
born, when the concept of trminori-ty camier
injection and collectionrr crossed with the Ge p-n
junction technology, whereas the semj-conductor
Iaser came into existence, when the concept of
"population inversion" or rrstimulated emission"
encountered the juction technolog,5r of direct-gap
materials.
Another example of such a creatj-ve interaction

can

be seen in the recent research on ultrafine
in Fig.lrthe
As illustrated
heterostructures.
recent developments of fine epitaxy technique such
as l.lBE and IUOCVD have enabled one to prepare
various heterostructures, itt which the quantum
mechanical concepts of rrsize-quantizationrr and
'rtunneling" play very important role. By using
such structures, a number of promising devices
have been conceived and realized. Quantum-wel1
( Qt,,;
mobi lity
lasers ,
and high-electron
transistors (HEl'lT and MISSFET) are good examples.
In the following, we discuss how a variety of
new devices have evolved in this area with the
special attention to several key concepts which
constitute a basis of these oeviles.(l)
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Key Concepts 'in

QW

and SL Devices

Although a variety of new device structures have
been proposed, operating principles of these
devices can be reduced to one (or more) of the
following concepts: namely (A) the quantum
(B)
the spatial
confirrement of camiers,
separati-on of electrons from holes and impurities,

(C) the rapid transfer of camiers across the
boundary and (D) the tunneling and associated
resonance of de Broglie waves.

(A) Dev'ices Based on

of

Quantum Mechan'ical Conf inement

Carriers

The most obvious function of QW structures is tlre
quantum mechanical cami-er confinement. In case
of
GaAs/AlGaAs QW structures which is shown j-n
Fig. 2(A), the ground levels of such confined
electrons and holes will be l-ifted from the band
edges- This leads to the i-ncrease aEg of the
effective energy *gap, AEE be:'.ng given by t(nz'i;:mc)
+ (hz/2nil| (rttfi in which Lf is the effecu-ve
thj-ckness of GaAs quantum wells. Such an increase
of Eg provides a conven.ient method to shorten the
lasing wavelength of Qiri lasersfz) suggesti-ng that
way of energy-band
QMCC is another effective
engineering. In addition to this controllability
of laser wavelengths, it was found recently that
QW lasers possess such featu"res as the greater
temperature stability of the threshold current J6'
to high-frequency
the superior mode stabilit;r
modulation and also the lower threshold cument.
These features are nQw ascribed to the
two-dimensionality of caruier states; note that
the suppression of free motion of electrons in the
direction normal to the layer plane leads to
narrower gain spectruni and accounts for at least
the above improvements. These
qualitatively
superior performances of the QW laser indicate the
bright prospect of the QW laser.
Another consequence of quantum mechanical
confinement r-s that the excitonlc (attractive)
interaction of electrons and hol-es can be enhanced
in the quantum well, leaciJ.ng to the i-ncrease of
the exciton binding egergy E5. In the case Llis
much smaller than the usual radius of excitons' E5
is found to reach-1-7meV, which is 4 ti-mes as large
as its bulk valu"!3) H.tt"" the exciton contribution

in Ql? is expected to be effective even at high
temperaturesl such a behavior has been indeed
proven by the cptical absorption study at
exciton
room-te;'nperature.(4) Furthermore, this
effect is shown to affect the refractive index of
ti.me , the
QWts anci is used to achi-eve, fdr the first
at room temperature.(5) 16"=.
opti.cat- bistability
benefits of carrier confi-nements in QW film
structures suggest 'that further improvements may
be obtained if the camier confinement is done in
2 or 3 dimensions. This point will be discussed
in Section 3.

(B) Devices Based on The Spat'ial Separation of
Electrons from Donor Impurities or Holes
Electrons in QllJ and SL structures are generally
accumulated and confined in the potential-well
layers, kgeping the barrier layers unpopulatuO$61
Hence, one can separate electrons completely from
dopant irnpurities if one introduces dopants only
into the bamier layerslT) n i" modulation doping
(tm; scheme is shown to be very effective in
suppressing the coulomb scattering, resulting in
the very high mobility of el-ectrons at low
temperatures (-1ObcmZ/Vs). As is well known , such
a hlgh-electron-mobility
feature was readily
applied to mal;p very-high-speed transistors (ffnUfGl
and MISSFEdII which can possibly be the
core-device in ultrafast comouters of the future.
Another prorniss i ng aspect of the . rrspatial
separation" is seen j.n InGaAs/Gasbes s#olni cua"
nlpi SL structures,(ll) v,'lrere electrons can be
separated from hcles as shown in Figs.2(c) and
2(d). In such a configuration (which we cal-l- the
type II superl-attice), one readily sees that the
effective energy gap can be made very small or
even negative (semi-metallic state) even when the
constituent materials have wide energy gap. Th-rs
suggests ihe possi.ble devi-ce applications of such
materials for light sources and devices in
long-wavelength range. Especially in the case of
nipi structures, where the potential profiles V(z)
are gradual, the energy gap is found to be
modulated by the electri-c field, indicating the
unique feature of band-gap tunability
I'electron-hole

Another interesting
use of
separation scheme" has been proposed to apply this
concept to construct low-noise aval-ance photo
superlattices
OioOellS'l3tvrrurr carriers in type II
(A/B/A/B) are accelerated parallel to the layer
plane, electrons flow in one film (say "A"), while
holes drift in film B. If one chooses the energy
gap Bgsof film B to be much larger than the gap Ega
of film A, then the avalanche effect of holes can
be suppressed, resulting in the drastic increase
of the ionization rate ratio fi, In the case of
InGaAs/AlSbAs SL rwhich is lattice matched to InP
expected to reach as high as 1O3,
substrates,f(is
suggesting the possible use of such system for
low-noise APDts.
(C) Devices Based on Rapid Transfer of Carriers
Across The Interfaces
now have dealt
which are confined in thg

Devj-ce concepts described up to

mainly

"uil,h

carriers

If one considers the situation,
well layers.
where carriers cross the hetero - interfaces, a
number of new and useful phenomena are expected to
occur. If electrons transfer from the baryi.er
Iayer to the wel-I layer, then a beam of
high-energy electrons will be generated, since the
potential energy differenceaEc at the i-nterface is
tranformed to the kinetic eger6ry of electrons.
The most obvious use of such high-energy el-ectrons
is its application to high-speed FET's, in which
of prime
the reduction of transit time is
importance. Such a hot-electron injector can be
injection
also used as the emitter of ballistic
transistors, in which the potential bamier at
junction
can
be
reverse-biased collector
surmounted by hot electrons and yet the junction
blocks effectively the fLow of thermaf el-ectrons.
Another use of hot electron injenction is seen in
its application to avalanche photo diodes (APDts)

having either^the superlattice or the stair-case

strucfures(t'tr) otr" may expect that the impact
ionization rate can be increased by the hot
camier generation at the heterointerface. Since
the band edge discontinuity aEc of electrons in
GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices is much larger thanaEv
of holes, the enhancement of avalanche effect is
expected to occur predomi-nantly in the conducti-on
band. Hence, 1t was both predlcted and
demonstrated that the ionization rate ratio at/B in
GaAs/AlGaAs SL's is much greater than unity.
The backward transfer .of electrons from the wells

to the bamiers becomes important when hot
electrons are generated in the wel-l by electric
fields parallel to the 1ayer. When the electrc,:.i
mobility in the barrier layers is set much lotver
than the mobility in the well layers, then this
real-space transfer (RST) will result in the
negative differential
resistance, which is
somewhat simi-Iar to the Gunn effec$l.t) attnough the
process of carrier transfer across the interface
j-s not strictly a quantum effect, there could be a
variety of applicati-ons, including the velocity
modul-ation transisto$lirfricfr will be described in
section 3.

(D) Devices Based on
Brogl

ie

Resonance and Tunneling

of

de

lnlaves

The most well knoum devj-ce proposal of this
category is the negative differential resi-stance
device of Esaki and tsullSlufricfr makes use of the
negative-mass region of the E-k relationship in SL
structures.
The operating princlple of this
device is basically the Bragg resonance of de
Broglie waves with the periodic SL potentials.
Hence, the successful demonstration of this effect
requires the fabrication of the nearly j.deal
(coherent) St potential as i,,relL as the relatively
long coherence length of electron waves. This
device, therfore, can be regarded as one of the
final targets of technological developments.
Resonant tunneling ou.ri""$qLe another example of
the device applicaticns of tunneling.
Since the

I-V characteristics in such structures exhibit
strong non-l-inearities and negative differential
nesi-stances, this structure may find important
applications as high-speed mixers and other nonl-inear devices.

?he tunneling base transisto$?fri-"f, consists of
p-GaAsSb/n-InGaAs/p-GaAsSb is based on the scheme
of controlling the tunneling current of holes
'through the InGaAs barcier layer by applying .the
voltage to the bamier layer. It should be noted
that the InGaAs bamier layer remains always conduct-i-ve for electrons because of 'the pecul_iar band
offset situation.

3s.

Prospects

of

Qt^l

and SL Devices and
Wave-Function Engineering

Possibilities of

As descibed in Section 2, the encounter of

quantum

mechanical concepts with
the
ultrafine
heterostructure technology has already resulted in
a number of new devices. Some of them, such as QW
lasers and heterojunction FET's (HEl.,lT and MISSFET),
have already given great impacts on the existing
devices, since their performances are in some
sense far superior to those of conventional
devices and match very vrell with the urgent need
of high-quality devices. In section 2, we have
shown that various operating principles
of these
quantum-effect devices are based on the four key
concepts. One should note here that these basic
concepts have one common feature in the sense that
the positional co-ordinate n play the vital .role
i-n generating these new properties; the potential
profile V(r), the wavefunction P(n), the charge
distribution P(r) and the average electron velocity
posltion
v(r) are all
dependent and this
dependence is
responsible for most of the
phenomena. In this context, thi.s new field of
device physics should be given a new name of
rrWave-Function Engineeringrr to make a distinction
from the conventionaL t'Energy-Band Engineering'r,
in which the manipulation of band structures in
the k-space is the main concern.
Finally, a few remarks should be made on the
future prospects of this field.
In addition to
the further developments of quantum well lasers,
(modulation doped) high-electron-mobility
transistors, and other existing devices, there
will be further exploration in new branches of
"lJave-Function Engineeringi One of such branches
1s the branch of quantum-well wire (QI,VtlJ)
structurergl).n6 planar superlattice structurese}
(which is but a coupled-wi-re structure). Although
the first proposals and the device analysis of
these structures were made several years ago (QWW
in 1980, P-SL in 1975), it was only recently that
material technology has advanced enough to think
about the experimental exploration of this field.(2J)
The recent theoreti-cal study has predicted various
advantages of using QWW structuresl they include:
(a) extremely high electron mobility in QWW
structures ,(rl)
(b) improved temperature stability of laser performances, (24l

(c) gate-controlled superlattices

and so on.

QWW and P-SL constitutes
a ferti-le branch of new devices depends totally on
the future developments of material and device

Whether a family of such

technology.
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Another important branch of

QW a.nd SL device to be
explored in the future is a group of devices, in
which the wave functions or energy levels
electrons are controlled by external fields in
such a way that macroscopic quantities such as the
conductivity or the light output can be modul_ated.
The velocity modulation transi_stor (VlilT) is one of
the first
examples of such kindj/?/r6"".
the
el-ectron mobility in FET channels is changed by
the gate field.
Since the conductivity change AG
in VI\4T is not associated with the change of
camier densit,v, Vl,{T is in principJ_e free from
the transit time limitation and is expected to be
a promising candidate for ultrafast transistors.
A si-milar scheme is also applied to the modulation
of semiconductor lasers, in whi_ch the light output
is modulated by changing the,sgatial overlap of
electron-and hole wavefunctions.l'<2iThis scheme is
expected to be effective in extending the maximum
modulation frequenc)r beyond its conventi-onal lirnit.

In conclusion, we have shown that a variety of
ultrafine heterostructure devices are based on a
smalL number of key concepts. llloreover, these key
concepts are shown to be integrated to the more
general concept of wave-function engineering.
Importances and prospects of these quantum-effect
devices are clarified.
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A tree diagram

to represent the evolution
devices. A tree on the left
shows the root of size- or surface-quantization sQ
of

QW

and SL

in 55(=1955), and proyed both
using MOS teihnotobv[t ]it t eaa
QHE(quantized Har efiect) and was 6lienaeo to
heterostructures, .where the itudy of pT(paiuit.t
transportltland MD(modulation doping)izlibsurted .in
various transistors such as HEMitSj,lltSsrritgj, v
t6 QW-LD
flttzl,
fnd !!-[rr1211. SQ has ari6 read
-jevii.ilsjl
(laser diode)[z],
nooiuista-o]- opticar
and SEM(size-effect modulation)LD[2S]. The tree,
in the center represents the tunnelinq studv and
resulted in tunnel base transistor(TB:fr)[eb'lana
ndr(negative differential resistance)tlsjusifig 5t
which^was qrgdicted

at
to

4.2K and 300i(

by_

concept. From SL, born were horizontal-SL-APD[12,
13l,RSTII6], and Eg(energy gap) tuning by nipi SL
[.|1]. The tree on the right represents the quasielastic or ballistic transfei, which has lead to
BE(bal I istic electron)FET,BI-Tr(bal I istic injection transistor and vertical (V)-SL-APD[14,] 5].
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